Chinese University Student Information System (CUSIS) accessible via the revamped MyCUHK, will be launched on **5 July 2010**

Get to know more about Your CUSIS at [http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/cusis](http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/cusis)

CUSIS Project Team (cusis@cuhk.edu.hk / 26961998)

---

**Temporarily Shut Down of Campus-wide Applications During CUSIS Changeover Period**

To give slots for data conversion and systems modifications, a number of campus-wide applications need to be temporarily shutdown during the CUSIS changeover period from late June and early July.

**New 10-digit University Student IDs (USID) Format**

Effective from 2010-2011, the new ID number of all current students* will simply be their existing ID number prefixed with ‘10’ (e.g. 08123456 will become 1008123456). This USID will be used for one’s different stages of studying at the University, and even after graduation.

*except students graduating in Jul/Aug 2010

---

**Training**

A series of computer-based training modules will be available in late May at CUSIS website.